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Continuous-wave and pulsed EPR study of the negatively charged silicon vacancy
with SÄ 3

2 and C3v symmetry in n-type 4H -SiC
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The TV2a center, which was suggested to be the excited triplet state (S51) of the neutral silicon vacancy
related defect@Sörmanet al., Phys. Rev. B61, 2613~2000!# in the electron-irradiatedn-type 4H-SiC has been
studied by continuous wave and pulsed electron paramagnetic resonance~EPR!. The spin multiplicity ofTV2a

has been determined to be quartet (S53/2) by the nutation method of pulsed EPR technique. From the
temperature dependence of the signal intensity, it has been revealed that theTV2a spectrum is arising from an
electronic ground state. From the measurement of the13C hyperfine interactions of the nearest neighbors which
has been enabled by the selective enhancement of theTV2a signals through the spin polarization by a laser light
~808 nm! illumination, the center is unambiguously identified to be a single silicon vacancy. It is proposed that
the center is a negatively charged silicon vacancy ofC3v symmetry with the crystal field distorted slightly from
regular tetrahedron. The triply degeneratet2 state of an electronic configurationa1

2t2
3 underTd symmetry splits

into a1 ande by the distortion toC3v . The high spin configuration@a1e2 or e2a1] which reduces the electron
repulsion energy is preferred rather than the low spin configuration expected from the symmetry-lowering
crystal field alone. The important role of the many-electron effect in determining the ground-state configuration
is demonstrated clearly byTV2a in which the electron-electron interactions~the electronic repulsion and the
electron exchange! compete against the crystal-field splitting.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.66.235202 PACS number~s!: 61.72.Ji, 76.30.Mi
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I. INTRODUCTION

In crystalline semiconductors, lattice vacancies are on
the most important intrinsic defects that might be introduc
during crystal growth and material processing such as
implantation. Electron paramagnetic resonance~EPR! is one
of the most powerful methods to elucidate the geometric
electronic structures of vacancies. Irradiating with energ
particles produces a concentration of vacancies sufficien
a detailed structure determination. Selecting the kind and
concentration of major impurities varies the charge of
cancy.

The structure relaxation of vacancy is determined b
modification of the neighboring bonds. In a simple on
electron model of a single vacancy of tetrahedral semic
ductors, defect molecular orbitals, which are linear combi
tions of the dangling bond orbitals of four atoms around
vacancy, split into ana1 singlet and at2 triplet underTd
symmetry.1 The electronic configuration of the ground sta
of negatively charged vacancy (V2) is a1

2t2
3. From the deter-

mination of the effective spin ofS53/2 and theTd symmetry
by using EPR and electron nuclear double resonance~EN-
DOR! techniques, the ground state ofV2 in diamond (Eg 5
5.5eV! was identified to be4A2.2 In V2 of diamond, the
repulsion among the highly localized threet2 electrons is
lowered by occupying each of three different orbitals. T
orbitally nondegenerate4A2 state is not subject to a Jahn
Teller distortion. In silicon (Eg 5 1.1eV!, V2 has aC2v
symmetry withS51/2.3 The energy stabilization is achieve
by the Jahn-Teller distortion, while the electronic repulsion
0163-1829/2002/66~23!/235202~12!/$20.00 66 2352
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lowered by an extensive delocalization. The extent of
wave function along the@110# chain was confirmed by EN
DOR measurements.4

Silicon carbide~SiC! is a promising material for high-
frequency, high-temperature, and high-power devices.
quality of SiC crystals have been significantly improved
recent developments of the crystal growth techniques.
has many polytypes differing in the stacking sequence
Si-C bilayers. Technologically important polytypes are 3C-
(Td

2 , Eg 5 2.39 eV!,5 4H- (C6v
4 , Eg 5 3.26 eV!,5 and

6H-SiC (C6v
4 , Eg 5 3.02 eV!.5 In 3C-SiC, each of silicon

and carbon has one site. In the hexagonal crystals (nH-!,
there aren/2 inequivalent sites for each of silicon and ca
bon. In 4H-SiC, each of silicon and carbon has two i
equivalent sites with either hexagonal or quasicubic cha
ter.

The single negatively charged vacancyVSi
2 was identified

in 3C-,6 4H-,7 and 6H-SiC.8 The vacancies are observab
after electron irradiation at room temperature, and anneal
around 800 °C.9 From the isotropicg factor and the absenc
of the zero-field splitting~ZFS!, the ground state is assigne
to be spin quartet (S53/2) state4A2. In theTd symmetry, all
three DMS561 transitions of S53/2 are superimposed
since the ZFS vanishes. InVSi

2 of 3C-SiC, the tetrahedra
arrangement of the nearest neighbors~i.e., four carbon atoms
around the vacancy! was confirmed from the angular depe
dence of the13C hyperfine lines.6 In VSi

2 of 4H-SiC, the spin
multiplicity was determined to be quartet (S53/2) by EN-
DOR measurements since the ENDOR frequencieshn 5
uMSAeff-gnbnBu do depend onMS .7 Even in the hexagona
lattice such as 4H- and 6H-SiC, it has been suggested th
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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the spin quartet state should be originated from the predo
nantly tetrahedral character of the local symmetry. The h
spin state with no symmetry lowering was also suggested
theoretical studies.10–12

An S51 ground state is expected for neutral vacan
(VSi

0 , a1
2t2

2) and double negative vacancy (VSi
22 , a1

2t2
4) from

a theoretical study.11 The vacancy-related defects to whic
the effective spin ofS51 was assigned from the small ZF
exhibitingC3v symmetry were observed in 4H- and 6H-SiC
by EPR,13–15 and by optically detected magnetic resonan
~ODMR!.16 It was suggested that these spectra were aris
from the excited triplet state of the carbon-silicon vacan
pair13,14 and from the excited triplet state of single vacanc
related defects.15,16 Those observed in 4H-SiC were labeled
TV2a , andTV2b .16

In this work, TV2a in the electron-irradiatedn-type
4H-SiC has been studied by continuous wave~cw! and
pulsed EPR. We will show thatTV2a is a negatively charged
silicon vacancy with a quartet (S53/2) ground state simila
to VSi

2 of the Td symmetry but having theC3v symmetry.
Vacancies occur in various charge states. For identify

the charge state, it is crucial to determine the spin multip
ity. The effective spin ofTV2a andTV2b was considered to be
S51 from the observation of the two lines split by the ZF
in EPR and ODMR. However, in EPR experiments, it mig
not be trivial to rule out the assignment ofS53/2 when the
central part of the spectrum is superimposed with domina
strong signals from other defects. In our preliminary repor17

we used the assignment ofS51 for TV2a and TV2b . In
ODMR experiments, the signals ofTV2a andTV2b could be
selectively extracted by tuning to their optical transition
However, the intensity of theuS,MS& 5 u3/2, 1/2&⇔u3/2,
-1/2& transition might happen to be suppressed when the
nal is detected through some polarization mechanism
when S and MS are good quantum numbers.18,19 We will
show that the nutation method of the pulsed E
technique20,21 has made it possible to measure the effect
spin of bothTV2a andTV2b to beS53/2.

Both TV2a andTV2b were suggested to be silicon vacan
related defects since the shoulders in the lineshape are
lar to those arising from29Si (I 51/2, 4.7%! hyperfine inter-
action of the next-nearest-neighbor~NNN! silicon in VSi

2 .16

For identification of the single vacancy, it is crucial to o
serve hyperfine interactions of the nearest-neighbor~NN! at-
oms which are located immediately around the vacancy.
disentangle the angular dependence of the weak13C (I
51/2, natural abundance 1.1%! hyperfine lines in the pres
ence of superimposing many other signals, selective
hancement of the signals concerned is desirable. We h
achieved a selective enhancement of theTV2a spectrum
through a spin polarization of the multiplet sublevels by
luminating with a laser light and could measure the13C hy-
perfine interactions of the NN carbon sites.17

In VSi
2 of the Td symmetry, the high spin stateS53/2 is

arising from three electrons in the threefold degeneratet2
state. In aC3v symmetry, thet2 triplet splits into ana1 sin-
glet and ane doublet. We will demonstrate that theTV2a
center is the case in which the high spinS53/2 configuration
23520
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is arising from non-degenerate orbitals split by t
symmetry-lowering crystal field.

II. EXPERIMENT

The samples used in our experiments were single crys
line n-type 4H-SiC ~Nippon Steel: nitrogen dopant! with the
carrier concentration of circa 131017/cm3. The sample
whose thickness is 1.5 mm was cut into a size
315 mm2) appropriate for our EPR measurements inX
band. The crystal was irradiated by 3-MeV electrons with
total fluence 431018e/cm2. The sample was placed on
water-cooled holder so as to avoid beam heating and
kept below 330 K during the electron irradiation.

Pulsed EPR experiments were carried out at room te
perature on a Bruker ELEXSYSX-band spectrometer. Th
continuous wave~cw! EPR spectra were measured on
Bruker ESP 300X-band spectrometer. The temperature w
controlled by using an ESR-900~Oxford Instruments!. The
calibration of the magnetic field was carried out by meas
ing simultaneously at room temperature the sample and
perylene cation in conc. H2SO4 (g52.00256960.000006)
~Refs. 22 and 23! sealed in the capillary which was co
mounted with the sample. The EPR signal of Cr31 in a
single crystal of ruby24 comounted with the sample was use
as the reference of the spin concentration and was use
monitor the variation of theQ factor of the cavity during
measuring the temperature dependence of the signal in
sity. The signal intensity was estimated by double integrat
of the first derivative signal.

In the laser irradiation experiments, the crystal was il
minated with a continuous wave laser light~808 nm, 1.53
eV! of a Coherent fiber array packaged~FAP! system with a
10-W output during the EPR measurements. The laser l
was introduced into the cavity through an optical fiber.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Determination of the spin multiplicity

The EPR spectrum of the electron irradiatedn-4H-SiC
when the magnetic field is parallel to thec axis (B0i@0001#)
is shown in Fig. 1~a!. In the central part of the spectrum, th
negatively charged silicon vacancy (VSi

2 , g 5 2.0028! ~Ref.
25! is observed. In both sides of theVSi

2 , there are the EPR
signals labeledTV2a and TV2b which were observed previ
ously by ODMR.16 The two-line feature ofTV2a and TV2b
was ascribed to the ZFS ofS51. As described below, the
C3v symmetry and the EPR parametersg and D, under an
assumption thatS51, and the29Si hyperfine splitting arising
from 12 NNN’s which have been determined from the ang
lar dependence of the line positions, agree with those
ported in the literature.16

In the case ofVSi
2 (S53/2) in 3C-, 4H-, and 6H-SiC, the

EPR spectrum consists of a single line as in the case o
EPR spectrum ofS51/2, since the ZFS forS>1 vanishes
under theTd symmetry. In a lower symmetry, the effectiv
spin S is usually determined from the observation of ZFS
which the EPR spectrum splits into 2S11 lines of DMS5
61 transitions when the ZFS is much smaller in magnitu
2-2
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than the microwave energy. However, when the central
arising from theuS,MS& 5 u3/2, 1/2&⇔u3/2, -1/2& transition
of S53/2 is hidden by an overlap of strong signals fro
other centers, the effective spin might be assumed to bS
51. The angular dependence of the line positions of
outer two lines,u3/2, 63/2&⇔u3/2, 61/2&, might be well
described as those of theu1, 61&⇔u1, 0& transitions of an
S51 case. As shown below, we have determined that
both TV2a and TV2b , the two lines areu3/2, 63/2&⇔u3/2,
61/2& transitions by applying the nutation method of puls
technique.

FIG. 1. The EPR spectrum of the electron-irradiatedn-type
4H-SiC taken with the magnetic field along the@0001# axis ~micro-
wave power 0.2mW, amplitude of 100 kHz, field modulation 0.0
mT!. ~a! The spectrum in the dark at room temperature~microwave
frequencyn 5 9.4383 GHz!. The upper spectrum is the expand
spectrum.~b! The spectrum under illumination with the laser lig
~808 nm, 10 W! at 160 K (n 5 9.41628 GHz!. ~c! The spectrum
under illumination with the laser light~808 nm, 3 W! at 160 K.

FIG. 2. The pulse sequence used in the nutation experimen
23520
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Pulsed EPR measures an EPR signal in the time dom
following a pulse or a series of pulses. The behavior of
magnetizationM is described by using a coordinate syste
rotating with the microwave frequency around the exter
magnetic fieldB0. At the resonance condition, the micro
wave pulse~durationtp , amplitudeB1) rotates the magneti
zation in the yz plane through the angle (gbeB1 /\)tp
5vntp from thez axis, wherevn is the nutation frequency
In anS51/2 system,vn 5 v1 5 gbeB1 /\. If all transitions
of S>1 are excited by the microwave pulse,vn
5v1.19–21,26If only an uS,MS21&⇔uS,MS& transition in the
spectrum is excited, the nutation frequencyvn of this tran-
sition is described as19–21,26

vn5AS~S11!2MS~MS21!v1 . ~1!

If only one of theu1, 61&⇔u1, 0& transitions ofS51 is
excited,vn 5 A2v1. If only one of the outer two lines of
S53/2, u3/2, 63/2&⇔u3/2, 61/2& is excited,vn 5 A3v1,
and if only theu3/2, 1/2&⇔u3/2, -1/2& transition is excited,
vn 5 2v1.

We used a three-pulse sequence (tpI–t1–tpII –t2–
tpIII –echo!, as shown in Fig. 2. As a result of the nutatio
driven by the microwave pulse with the durationtpI , the z
component of the magnetizationMz is Mz}M0cos(vntpI),
whereM0 is an initial magnetization. TheMz is stored dur-
ing the intervalt1 ~4 ms, fixed! which is sufficiently shorter
than the spin-lattice relaxation time. The second and th
pulses (tpII5tpIII 520 ns, t251 ms, fixed! were used to
monitor Mz in the form of an echo. In the two-dimension
~2D! nutation experiment, the time-sweep mode spec
echo intensity vstpI was measured as a function of the e

FIG. 3. Spin nutation of paramagnetic centers in electr
irradiatedn-type-4H-SiC. The integrated echo intensity as a fun
tion of tpI is shown. The signal intensities ofTx , TV2a , andTV2b

are expanded by the factors indicated.
2-3
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ternal magnetic field strengthB0. The pulse durationtpI was
varied in 80 steps with 4-ns increments. The magnetic fi
B0 was incremented in 512 steps. In accumulation, two-s
phase cycling@0, 0, 0#-@0, p, 0# was employed. The ech
intensity was obtained by integrating the echo shape sam
in the range of 1000 ns with 8-ns step. At the orientation
the crystal whereB0 was nearly along@0001#, the signals
from TV2a , TV2b , andVSi

2 , and an unidentified center~de-
noted Tx here! were observed. The examples of the in

FIG. 4. The 2D nutation spectrum taken with the magnetic fi
along the@0001# axis at room temperature.~a! The contour plot of
the nutation intensity vs. nutation frequency and the external m
netic field. The intensity ofTx is expanded.~b! The central part
obtained by zooming in on~a!.
23520
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grated echo intensity with respect totpI are illustrated in Fig.
3. For each magnetic field, the integrated echo intensity
the tpI scan was apodized using a sine-bell function, w
expanded to 512 points by zero filling, and was Fouri
transformed to give nutation frequencies and correspond
intensities. The contour plot of the 2D nutation data,
which the nutation intensities were obtained as a function
the 2D array (vn , B0), is shown in Fig. 4. The small split
ting in the magnetic field positions ofTx was caused by a
misalignment. We note the nutation frequency peaks c
tered at 9.2, 13.0, 15.9, and 18.3 MHz, respectively. Si
these frequencies correspond to the ratio 1:A2:A3:2, the
transitions are assigned as shown in Table I. Thus, for b
TV2a andTV2b , the spin multiplicity has been determined
be quartet (S53/2). The effective spin ofTx was determined
to beS51.

For VSi
2 , the nutation frequencies ofv1 and 2v1 were

observed. The frequencyv1 corresponds to a non-distorte
configuration~labeledVSind

2 ) in which all threeDMS561
transitions are excited by the microwave pulse. The f
quency 2v1 corresponds to a slightly distorted configuratio
~labeledVSid

2 ) in which only theu3/2, 1/2&⇔u3/2, -1/2& tran-
sition is excited because the ZFS is larger thanB1. For the
slightly distorted configuration, the EPR signals correspo
ing to the u3/2, 63/2&⇔u3/2, 61/2& transitions were not
observed in both cw and pulsed measurements. It is lik
that both amplitude and direction of the ZFS are distribut
and the EPR signals are too broad to be detected as sep
signals.

B. Temperature dependence of signal intensity

There have been controversies whetherTV2a andTV2b are
the ground11,15 or excited state.16 As shown below, we have
confirmed that both spectraTV2a andTV2b are arising from
the ground state from the temperature dependence of
EPR signal intensity. The temperature dependence of
EPR signal intensity at thermal equilibrium is caused by
population among the spin levels and by the tempera
dependence of the concentration of the defects at the par
lar electronic state from which the EPR signal is observe

We measured the temperature dependence of the s
intensity of VSi

2 , TV2a , and TV2b in the temperature rang
between 125 and 300 K. As seen from Fig. 5, the sig
intensity decreases as the temperature increases in all
defects. Under 125 K, the intensity of theTV2a and theTV2b
signals were not free from the saturation effect even at
lowest power available in our equipment. Both theTV2a and

d

g-
TABLE I. The nutation frequencies and their assignments.

Defect center Observedvn ~MHz! Assignment of the transitions Predictedvn

TV2a andTV2b 15.9 uS,MS&5u3/2, 63/2&⇔u3/2, 61/2& A3v1

VSid
2 18.3 u3/2, 1/2&⇔u3/2, -1/2& 2v1

VSind
2 9.2 u3/2, 63/2&⇔u3/2, 61/2& and u3/2, 1/2&⇔u3/2,

-1/2&
v1

Tx 13.0 u1, 61&⇔u1, 0& A2v1
2-4
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TV2b signals were observed at 10 K, however, were seve
distorted due to the passage effect.

In estimating the temperature dependence of an EPR
nal from a quartet system, generally, it needs to be con
ered that the energy of the fourMS levels is not equally
spaced. InTV2a andTV2b , the zero-field splitting is smalle
by two orders of magnitude than the Zeeman energy at
microwave frequency of theX band. If we assume that th
temperature dependences of the EPR signals ofTV2a and
TV2b are caused by the populations among theMS levels of
the electronic ground quartet state (S53/2), the temperature
dependence of the intensities of the threeDMS561 transi-
tions ~the intensityI j at the resonance fieldBj , j 51, 2, and
3! is well approximated by

I j}
NPj~e2( j 21)hn/kBT2e2 jhn/kBT!

(
i 51

4

e2( i 21)hn/kBT

, ~2!

whereN, kB , h, n, andPj are the concentration of the par
magnetic center, Boltzmann’s constant, Plank’s constant,
microwave frequency employed, and the transition proba
ity of the transition atBj , respectively. ForTV2a andTV2b ,
the temperature dependence of the sum of the intensitie
the u3/2, 63/2&⇔u3/2, 61/2& transitions observed
(B0i@0001#) was fitted to one calculated from Eq.~2! by
least squares method withn59.438 GHz used in the exper
ment. A good fitting shown in Fig. 5 suggests that theTV2a
andTV2b spectra arise from the electronic ground state. I
established that theVSi

2 spectrum arises from the electron
ground state.7 In VSi

2 , the fourMS levels are equally space
since the threeDMS561 transitions are superimposed. Th
temperature dependence of the signal intensity ofVSi

2 was

FIG. 5. The temperature dependence of the EPR signal inte
ties. Filled squares, triangles, and circles indicate the observed
nal intensities ofVSi

2 , TV2a , andTV2b , respectively. For bothTV2a

andTV2b , the intensities were obtained as the sum of the low- a
high-field lines. Solid lines were obtained by the least-squares
ting using Eq.~2!.
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well fitted to one calculated as the sum of the threeDMS5
61 transitions by using Eq.~2!. In the temperature rang
studied~125 K < T!, Eq. ~2! is further simplified to

I j}
NPjhn

kBT

1

$42~6hn/kBT!%
~3!

As shown in Fig. 5, the signal intensity varies linearly wi
1/T in the temperature studied (125 K<T). The difference
of the gradient among the centers arises from the differe
in the spin concentration and from the difference in the nu
ber of transitions summed to estimate the intensity. InVSi

2 ,
the signals of theu3/2, 63/2&⇔u3/2, 61/2& transitions of
VSid

2 , which are too broadened to be observed as sepa
signals and constitute a part of the foot of theVSi

2 signal,
were likely to be included in the estimation of the intens
obtained by double integration.

We fitted the temperature dependence of the signal in
sity in the limited temperature range of 125 K<T<300 K,
since it was difficult to measure quantitatively the signal
tensity in low temperatures due to the saturation effect
the passage effect. The increase of the signal intensity w
the decrease of the temperature in the range of 125 K<T
<300 K alone cannot exclude a possibility thatTV2a might
arise from a low-lying electronic excited state. By using t
equation for the temperature dependence of the signal in
sity of a thermally accessible electronic excited state,27 we
note that the linear increase of the signal intensity with 1/T in
this limited temperature range is applicable not only for
EPR signal from an electronic ground state but also for t
from a low-lying electronic excited state with an ener
higher than the electronic ground state byDE<
;0.005 eV, whereDE is the energy separation from th
electronic ground state. Since theTV2a signal was observed
at 10 K, it is determined that theTV2a signal arises from an
electronic ground state.

The concentration of a defect at the particular charge s
might depend on the temperature dependence of the pos
of the Fermi level. In our sample, the concentration ofVSi

2 ,
which is the dominant defect created by the electron irrad
tion, was estimated to be similar to the carrier concentrat
at room temperature before the electron irradiation. The E
signal of the nitrogen donor, which had been the domin
EPR signal before the electron irradiation, could not be
served after the electron irradiation. It is likely that an ele
tron is transferred from nitrogen toVSi

2 . This indicates that
the Fermi level lies around the center of the band gap a
the electron irradiation. In this situation, it is likely that th
Fermi level position does not depend on the temperature.
note that the signal intensity ratiosTV2a /VSi

2 and TV2b /VSi
2

are constant above 170 K (1/T55.8831023 K 21). The
spin concentrations ofVSi

2 , TV2a , andTV2b with the assign-
ment of S53/2, were estimated to be 531017/cm3, 5
31016/cm3, and 231016/cm3, respectively.

C. EPR parameters

1. Spin polarization

TheC3v symmetry and the EPR parametersg andD ~with
the assignment ofS51), and the29Si hyperfine coupling

si-
ig-

d
t-
2-5
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constant of 12 NNN atoms ofTV2a were reported by the
ODMR.16 However, the13C hyperfine splittings of NN at-
oms, which are crucial in identifying silicon vacancy, we
not observed.28,29 In our electron-irradiated sample, th
height of the signal intensity ofTV2a is 43 times smaller than
that of VSi

2 . As seen from the spectrum in Fig. 1~a!, many
weak unidentified signals were observed besides the sig
of VSi

2 , TV2a , andTV2b . The signal intensities of these wea
signals correspond to several percentages of that of the
mary lines ofTV2a and interfere with measuring the angul
dependencies of the hyperfine lines of NN atoms. The se
tive enhancement of the EPR signal ofTV2a enabled us to
measure the13C hyperfine splittings. In Figs. 1~b! and 1~c!,
the EPR spectraB0i@0001#) taken under the laser illumina
tion ~808 nm, 1.53 eV! are shown. The EPR signal ofTV2a
was selectively enhanced through the spin polarization of
multiplet sublevels. In Fig. 1~b!, the strong signal in the cen
tral part is considered to be arising mostly from that ofVSi

2

because the intensity is similar to that in the dark. We n
that the lineshape of the EPR spectrum ofTV2a under laser
illumination exhibits mixed phase, absorptive in the low fie
line and emissive in the high field line and that the sig
height of theu3/2, 63/2&⇔u3/2, 61/2& transitions ofTV2a

matches that ofVSi
2 . When the power of the laser light wa

decreased, the peak height of theu3/2, 63/2&⇔u3/2, 61/2&
transitions ofTV2a decreased, while that ofVSi

2 was similar
to that in the dark, as shown in Fig. 1~c!. In the spectrum
under illumination, the central line~the u3/2, 1/2&⇔u3/2,
21/2& transition!, which is as weak as that in the dark
hidden underneath theVSi

2 signal.
The pattern of the polarized spectrum (B0i@0001#) of

TV2a indicates that either theMS561/2 levels or theMS
563/2 levels should be preferentially populated, with litt
population difference both between theMS561/2 levels
and between theMS563/2 levels, but with a large popula
tion difference between theMS561/2 levels and theMS
563/2 levels. In three unpaired electron system, the eff
tive spin of electronic excited states is eitherS51/2 or 3/2.
Since a low-field line of absorption form and a high-field lin
of emission form are nearly the same peak height, and s
the u3/2, 1/2&⇔u3/2, -1/2& transition is only slightly polar-
ized, we assume that spin polarization should occur thro
an intersystem crossing from the excited doublet state to
Zeeman sublevels of the ground quartet state due to the s
orbit mechanism. It is likely that the ground quartet stateQ0
is excited to an excited quartet stateQ1 by the laser light,
and then transfers to an excited doublet stateD, as shown in
Fig. 6.

Upon the rotation withB0'@112̄0#, the peak height of the
polarized signals varies with the variation of the splitti
between theu3/2, 63/2&⇔u3/2, 61/2& transitions, with the
maximum at B0i@0001# (u850) and with the minimum
~little polarization! at u8;55°. The pattern of the polarize
spectrum in which the low-field line of the absorptive lin
shape and the high-field line of the emissive line shape
nearly the same peak height did not vary upon the rota
from B0i@0001# to B0i@11̄00#. The central line of theu3/2,
1/2&⇔u3/2, -1/2& transition remained slightly polarized upo
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the rotation fromB0i@0001# to B0i@11̄00#. Since theTV2a
center has an isotropicg and a zero-field splitting which is
smaller by two orders of magnitude than the Zeeman in
actiongbeB at the microwave frequency of theX band, the
mixing of different MS states in the spin eigenfunctions o
the ground quartet state is small in any direction of the
ternal magnetic field. It is likely that this specific feature
the TV2a center might cause theu3/2, 1/2&⇔u3/2, -1/2& tran-
sition to be little enhanced in any direction of the extern
magnetic field.

In the case of a polarization of the triplet (S51) through
the intersystem crossing due to the spin-orbit mechani
either theMS561 levels or theMS50 level are preferen-
tially populated with no population difference between t
MS561 levels when the external magnetic field (B0) is
along the principal axisZ of the zero-field splittingD, when
D is axially symmetric. In this case, the twoMS561 tran-
sitions have the same peak height and one exhibits an
sorptive line shape and the other an emissive line sha
Both pattern of the polarized spectrum and the strength
the polarization depend on the angle betweenB0 andZ, since
the MS states are mixed in the eigenfunctions of the s
Hamiltonian at an arbitrary direction of the magnetic fie
The degree of the mixing depends on the relative amplit
between the zero-field splitting and the Zeeman interact
It has been shown that the twoMS561 transitions have the
same peak height, and one exhibits an absorptive line sh
and the other an emissive line shape in any direction of
magnetic field when the zero-field splittinguDu is very small
compared to the Zeeman interaction.30 In the case of a quar
tet arising from a doublet-triplet pair with a relatively sma
zero-field splitting (uDu587 MHz, uEu50), it was confirmed
by the simulation of the polarization calculated by using t
first-order perturbation approximation that theu3/2, 1/2

FIG. 6. Schematic illustration of the suggested model of
palarization mechanism.Q0 , Q1, andD represent the ground quar
tet state, the excited quartet state, and the excited doublet s
respectively. The arrows indicate the suggested path which ca
the polarization. The filled circles are the schematic representa
of the populations of the ground state sublevels of a stationary s
under illumination. Here, an example of the case that theMS

561/2 levels are preferentially populated is illustrated. It shou
be noted that theu3/2, 63/2&⇔u3/2, 61/2& transitions are polarized
strongly while theu3/2,11/2&⇔u3/2, -1/2& transition is not polar-
ized.
2-6
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&⇔u3/2, -1/2& transition is only slightly enhanced in any d
rection of the magnetic field.19

In the theoretical studies, the intravacancy transition
ergy ofVSi

2 is calculated to be 1.57 and 1.40 eV at cubic a
hexagonal sites, respectively.31 Furthermore, the energy leve
position ofVSi

2 is calculated to be 1.19 and 1.28 eV above
valence band at cubic and hexagonal sites, respectively11 If
we assume that the energy level position ofTV2a is similar to
that of VSi

2 , the energy of our laser illumination~808 nm,
1.53 eV! is not large enough to bring up to the conducti
band, but is sufficient to excite the intravacancy transition
TV2a because the band gap in 4H-SiC is estimated to be 3.2
eV.5

2. 29Si hyperfine interaction of next-nearest-neighbor (NNN)
atoms

First we have confirmed the29Si hyperfine interactions
arising from 12 NNN atoms which were reported in
ODMR study.16 The 29Si hyperfine lines which appear a
shoulders of the primary line of the spectrum taken w
B0i@0001# are labeledb and c ~Fig. 7!. Using the natural
abundance of29Si ~4.6832%!,32 it is calculated that the prob
ability for one 29Si atom among the 12 NNN atoms it is
0.3316, for two29Si atoms it is 0.0896, for three29Si atoms
0.01469, and for four29Si atoms 0.0016. Thus the intensi
ratio of the 29Si NNN hyperfine lines with respect to th
central line labeleda is calculated to be 0.273 (b/a) and
0.037 (c/a), respectively. As shown in Fig. 7, the observ
spectrum is simulated using the calculated intensity ratio
Lorentzian line shape, with a29Si hyperfine coupling con-
stant of 8.7 MHz. From the angular dependence of the
positions ofb and c, the 29Si hyperfine interaction of the
NNN Si atoms was estimated to be isotropic within the re
lution of the EPR measurements.

FIG. 7. The 29Si hyperfine coupled signals ofTV2a in n-type
4H-SiC. The lowest field primary line with the magnetic field alon
the@0001# axis is shown. The observed spectrum is indicated by
dotted line. The assignments of the hyperfine linesb and c are
described in the text. The solid line indicates the simulated sp
trum that is derived from the occupation of29Si (I 51/2, natural
abundance 4.7%! at the 12 NNN silicon sites.
23520
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3. 13C hyperfine interaction of nearest-neighbor (NN) atoms

Now we report the observation of the13C hyperfine lines
~Fig. 8 and 9!. Weak satellite lines in the spectrum taken wi
B0i@0001# are labeledd and e, as shown in Fig. 8. The in-
tensity ratios ofd ande with respect to the central line wer
0.005 (d/a) and 0.016 (e/a), respectively. The signal inten

e

c-

FIG. 8. The 13C hyperfine satellites ofTV2a in n-type 4H-SiC
with the magnetic field along the@0001# axis. The lowest field pri-
mary line is shown. The labelsd and e, for the assignment of the
NN carbon sites, are described in the text.

FIG. 9. The EPR spectrum of the electron-irradiatedn-type

4H-SiC with the magnetic field parallel to the@11̄00# axis under
illumination with a laser light~808 nm! at 160 K~microwave power
0.2 mW, amplitude of 100 kHz field modulation 0.03 mT,n
59.4203 GHz). ~a! The whole spectrum.~b! The 13C hyperfine
components of the lowest field primary line.
2-7
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sity ratio d/e is close to 3. The ratio 2(d1e)/a of 0.043
corresponds to the probability~0.0417! that one among the
four carbons is occupied by13C, which has a natural abun
dance of 1.078%.32 With theC3v symmetry, there is only one
magnetically distinguishable site for the line positions of t
primary lines which are determined byg and D. In a tetra-
hedron consisting of four carbon atoms around the silic
vacancy, the carbon atom~to be denoted axial carbon! which
is located along@0001# and the three carbon atoms~to be
denoted basal carbon atoms! in the basal plane are not sym
metry related under theC3v symmetry. Moreover, by utiliz-
ing the 13C hyperfine lines which allows us to distinguis
vacancy-carbon directions, two orientations of the tetra
dron are magnetically distinguishable. For the two orien
tions of the tetrahedron, there are altogether two axial car
atoms labeled C1 and C18 in which the vacancy-carbon di
rection is along@0001# and six basal carbon atoms label
C2–4 and C28–48 ~Fig. 10!. Since the two axial atoms ar
not magnetically distinguishable, the hyperfine linee ~Fig. 8
with B0i@0001# and Fig. 9 withB0i@11̄00#) which arises
from the two axial carbons does not split upon rotation. T
six basal carbon atoms which are magnetically distingu
able are symmetry-related. The hyperfine lined ~Fig. 8 with
B0i@0001#) which is arises from the basal carbons splits in
four lines with the intensity ratio 1:2:2:1 upon rotation wi
B0'@112̄0#. With B0i@11̄00#, two sets of the basal carbon
are magnetically distinguishable. In the spectrum w
B0i@11̄00# ~Fig. 8!, the hyperfine lines labeledf andg with
the intensity ratio 2:4 are arising from the basal carbons

The angular dependence of the line positions of13C hy-
perfine lines as well as that of the primary lines upon rotat

FIG. 10. The orientations of tetrahedra consisting of the N
carbon atoms. Since there are two magnetically distinguishable
entations, the two orientations illustrated here represent altoge
four orientations in the lattice. The coordinate system used for
principal directions of the spin-Hamiltonian parameters is includ
u is the angle from the@0001# axis (c axis!. w is the angle from the

@11̄00# axis in the~0001! plane.
23520
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with B0'@112̄0# from B0i@0001# to B0i@11̄00# are shown in
Fig. 11. Each point represents the line position observed.
angular dependence of the13C hyperfine splitting is shown
in Fig. 12. The spin-Hamiltonian parameters were obtain
by fitting observed field strengths and microwave frequ
cies to the spin Hamiltonian

H5beS̃•g•B1S̃•D•S1(
i

~S̃•A i•I i2gnibnI i•B!, ~4!

where the electron spinS53/2 and the nuclear spinI 51/2
for 13C (gn51.40483)27 and 29Si (gn521.1106).27 g, D,
andA denote theg matrix, the ZFS tensor, and the hyperfin
matrix, respectively. The subscriptsi denote any of these
nuclei. The least squares fitting was carried out by us
computer programEPR.FORin which the resonant magneti
fields are calculated by exact diagonalization of the s
Hamiltonian matrix. The spin Hamiltonian parameters we
obtained by using a crystal coordinate system in which thz

axis is@0001# and thex axis is@11̄00#. One rotation withB0

in the ~112̄0! plane is sufficient to determineg, D, andA of
the axial carbonA13C(C1), which have aC3v symmetry. In
the case of the basal carbons,A of the C2 siteA13C~C2! was
determined by applying the appropriate symmetry trans
mations to utilize the line positions of other sites as the l
positions that should be obtained for the C2 site by the ro
tion in different planes. The results are summarized in Ta
II. For the basal carbons, the parameters of one partic
site, C2 which is located on~112̄0!, are given. By applying
the appropriate symmetry transformations, the parame
belonging to other basal carbon sites can be obtained. Fo
least-squares fitting, the line positions read from the spe
taken at every 2.5° were used. The parametersg andD were
obtained from the primary lines. The number of measu
line positions used for fitting and the root-mean-square
viations achieved are included in Table II. The solid curv
in Figs. 11 and 12 are calculated by using the parame
obtained. As shown in Table II, the EPR parametersg andD
and the29Si hyperfine coupling constant of the NNN atom
(AisoSiNNN) agree with those reported in the literature,16 ex-
cept thatD in the latter was obtained with the assignment
S51. The EPR parametersg and D of TV2b obtained are
listed in Table II.

D. Model of the TV2a center

The wave function of the unpaired electron is describ
by a linear combination of atomic orbitals approximation

C5(
i

h i~a iwnsi1b iwnpi!, ~5!

where the summation is over the surrounding carbon (ns,
np: 2s, 2p) and silicon (ns, np: 3s, 3p) atoms on which
the unpaired electrons are delocalized. The fractional
paired electron population (h i

2) on the atom concerned an
the hybrid ratio (b i

2/a i
2 , wherea i

21b i
251) are estimated

from the hyperfine parameters. The results are listed in Ta
III. In the wave function of the unpaired electron, 62.3%

ri-
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the unpaired electron localizes on the four NN carbon ato
and 2.3% on the 12 NNN silicon atoms. The rest are likely
be on the surrounding carbon and silicon atoms. In the e
mation (h i

2a i
2a05Aiso , h i

2b i
2b05Aaniso), we used a0

53776.92 MHz andb05107.39 MHz for 13C, and a0

524594.12 MHz for29Si.27,33We note that the contribution
to the wave function of the unpaired electron from t
atomic orbital of carbon is almost purelyp like ~Table III!.
The dominant structure relaxation inTV2a is likely to be
outward displacements of the NN atoms.

The TV2a center has aC3v symmetry. From the smal
ZFS, the degree of distortion fromTd is considered to be
very small. InA13C of the basal carbon, the principal ax
associated with the largest absolute principal value is
noted herein as the unique axis. In the basal carbon, the a
~107.5°60.3°) between@0001# and the unique axis ofA13C,
which indicates the direction of the 2p orbital, is close to the
tetrahedral angle (109.5°). Since the orbital parametersh2

andb2/a2 of the axial carbon is similar to those of the bas
carbon, the degree of the inequivalence between the a
and the basal carbon is very small. Since the NN atoms
four carbon atoms arranged in a configuration close to re
lar tetrahedron, since these carbons have a relatively l
spin density, since the NNN atoms are 12 silicon atoms,
since the effective spin ofTV2a is S53/2, it is unambigu-
ously identified that theTV2a center belongs to a family o
the negatively charged silicon vacancy. Theg value, the13C

FIG. 11. Angular dependence of the line positions ofTV2a . The

crystal was rotated with the magnetic field in the~112̄0! plane~from

u850° for B0i@0001# to u8590° for B0i@11̄00#). The open
squares, the filled circles, and the filled squares represent the
mary lines, the13C hyperfine lines of the axial carbon sites, a
the 13C hyperfine lines of the basal carbon site, respectively. T
solid curves are calculated from the spin Hamiltonian parame
obtained.
23520
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hyperfine splittings of four NN carbons, and the29Si hyper-
fine splitting of the NNN atoms ofTV2a are similar to those
of VSi

2 ~Tables II and III!.
It has been considered that not only theVSi

2 center in
3C-SiC but also those in 4H-SiC and in 6H-SiC have aTd
symmetry which makes the ZFS vanish.7,8 The criterion be-
tween nondistorted (VSind

2 ) and distorted (VSid
2 ) forms in the

nutation experiments lies on the relative magnitude betw
uDu andB1. For VSi

2 in 4H-SiC, in addition to nondistorted
form in which all threeDMS561 transitions are simulta
neously excited by the microwave pulse, the presence
distorted configuration in which the ZFS exceeds the exc
tion band width (B1 ;0.3 mT) of the microwave pulse em
ployed was revealed. Since the outer two linesu3/2,
63/2&⇔u3/2, 61/2& of the distorted configuration could no
be observed in both cw and pulsed experiments, these l
are likely to be broadened by a distribution of the ZFS. T
distortion of the random character is likely to originate fro
lattice strains and/or site-to-site variation of the locations
nearby impurities and defects. The similar behavior in
nutation experiments was observed in the substitutional N2

center (S53/2) in diamond.20

TheTV2a center which is also a negatively charged silic
vacancy is an analogue ofVSi

2 . In the cases ofTV2a , the
magnitude of the ZFS can be defined with a relatively n
row distribution~the linewidthDBpp of 0.08 mT at 160 K!.
In our experiments, the origin of the distortion of the crys
field of TV2a was not determined. Probably, the distortio
might be caused by presence of some nonparamagnetic
defect such as a positively charged nitrogen, an interst

ri-

e
rs

FIG. 12. Angular dependence of the13C hyperfine splittings of
the NN carbon sites. The crystal was rotated with the magnetic fi

in the (112̄0) plane~from u850° for B0i@0001# to u8590° for

B0i@11̄00#). The filled circles and the filled squares represe
the axial carbon sites and the basal carbon sites, respectively.
solid curves are calculated from the spin Hamiltonian parame
obtained.
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TABLE II. EPR parameters ofTV2a andTV2b .

Defect Principal values Principal directions T/K comments

TV2a

g a giso 5 2.00296 0.0001 160 This work
g giso 5 2.0046 0.002 2 Ref. 16
g giso 5 2.0032 300 Ref. 15

D a ~MHz! uDu 5 35.160.1, uEu50 b @0001# (u50°) c 160 This work
(uDu570.1 whenS51)

D ~MHz! uDu57060.5 (S51) @0001# (u50°) c 2 Ref. 16
D ~MHz! uDu566 (S51) @0001# (u50°) c 300 Ref. 15

A13C~C1! a~MHz! AiC~C1! 5 80.360.1 @0001# (u50°) c 160 This work
A'C~C1! 5 34.860.2 u590° 160 This work

A13C~C2! a~MHz! AxC~C2! 5 75.860.4 u5107.5°60.3°, f50°60.3° 160 This work
AyC(C2)531.360.2 u517.5°60.3°, f50°61.3° 160 This work
AzC(C2)527.260.6 u590°63.8°, f590°61.2° 160 This work

A29SiNNN ~MHz! AisoSiNNN58.760.1 160 This work
TV2b

g giso52.002960.0001 160 This work
g giso52.00460.002 2 Ref. 16
g giso52.0032 300 Ref. 15

D ~MHz! uDu520.060.5, uEu50 @0001# (u50°) c 160 This work
(uDu540.0 whenS51)

D ~MHz! uDu53660.5 (S51) @0001# (u50°) c 2 Ref. 16
D ~MHz! uDu539 (S51) @0001# (u50°) c 300 Ref. 15

@1.5mm# VSi
2

g giso52.002860.0001 160 This work~Ref. 25!

aThe number of the measured line positions used are 68 from the primary lines, 61 from the13C hyperfine lines of the axial carbon site, an
175 from the13C hyperfine lines of the basal carbon sites for the fitting of~1! g andD, ~2! A13C(C1), and~3! A13C(C2), respectively. The
root-mean-square deviation~mT! achieved are 0.007, 0.01, and 0.03 for~1! the primary lines,~2! the 13C hyperfine lines of the axial carbo
site, and~3! the 13C hyperfine lines of the basal carbon sites, respectively.

bThe ZFS parameterD andE are obtained from the relationships,D523/2Dzz andE51/2(Dxx2Dyy).
cAxially symmetric about@0001#.
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silicon atom, or a carbon vacancy located at a certain
tance away from the vacancy along@0001#. Although the13C
hyperfine interaction has not been measured,TV2b is likely to
be another analog ofVSi

2 in which either the kind or the
location of the accompanying defect is different fromTV2a .
A silicon vacancy-relatedS53/2 defect havingC3v symme-

TABLE III. Hyperfine and orbital parameters ofTV2a .

Aiso ~MHz! Aaniso ~MHz! h2 b2/a2

A13C(C1) 50.060.1 15.160.1 0.154 10.7
A13C(C2-4) 44.860.5 15.560.2 0.156 12.2

A13C(VSi
2)a 49.3 15.4 0.157 11.0

A29SiNNN 8.760.1 060.1 0.0019

A29SiNNN
b 8.35 0 0.0018

A29SiNNN
c 8.5 0 0.0019

aA13C(VSi
2) indicates the13C hyperfine matrix of the NN atoms o

the VSi
2 reported in Ref. 7.

bA29SiNNN of VSi
2 reported in Ref. 7.

cA29SiNNN of TV2a reported in Ref. 16.
23520
s-try with the ZFS uDu568.731024 cm21 ~206 MHz! was
found inp-type 6H-SiC irradiated with low-energy electron
~300 keV!.34 In this case, threeDMS561 transitions were
clearly observed without being interfered by any other dom
nant signals. A model of a Frenkel pair~a pair of silicon
vacancy and an interstitial silicon atom! was suggested.

In 4H-SiC, it is expected that two types of silicon vaca
cies should be produced, each corresponds to each of
types of silicon sites, one with cubic character and the ot
with hexagonal character. For both theVSi

2 andTV2a spectra,
it has not been determined whether the silicon vacancy
responds to one of the two types of silicon sites or the re
lution of our EPR technique is not sufficient to resolve t
two spectra, each arising from each of two kinds of silic
vacancies.

In VSi
2 which is a negatively charged silicon vacancy

the Td symmetry, the high-spin stateS53/2 is arising from
three parallel spins in the threefold-degeneratet2 orbitals.
This configuration with the three electrons in three differe
orbitals minimizes the electron repulsion by allowing t
electrons stay far apart. The conservation of theTd symmetry
is ascribed to the orbitally nondegenerate4A2 state (a1

2t2
3)
2-10
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which is not subject to a Jahn-Teller distortion. TheTV2a
center is a negatively charged silicon vacancy of theC3v
symmetry. The distortion from a regular tetrahedron inTV2a
is evidenced by the ZFS, by the difference of the princi
values ofA13C between the axial and the basal carbon si
and by the principal directions ofA13C of the basal carbon
Under theC3v symmetry, thet2 triplet under theTd symme-
try splits into ana18 singlet and ane doublet as shown in Fig
13. The spin quartet state (S53/2) is not obtained from an
electronic configuration eithera18

2e or e3. The configuration
a18e

2 gives rise to the states2A1 , 4A2, and 2E, as inferred
from the decomposition of the direct product
A13E3E.35 Thus theTV2a spectrum arises from the groun
state 4A2. We could not determine which of the orbitals,a18
or e, is lower in energy. Thus, the4A2 state might be eithe
a18e

2 or e2a18 . Since 4A2 is an orbitally nondegenerate sta
which is not subject to the Jahn-Teller effect, a furth
symmetry-lowering distortion fromC3v is not required. The
high-spin configuration is attained since the reduction of
electronic repulsion by occupying three different orbitals
larger than the energy gain obtained from the crystal fi
splitting. We note that three parallel spins are occupied
three different orbitals among whicha18 and two orbitals of
the e doublet are different in energy. The strong locarizati
of unpaired electrons on the NN atoms in bothVSi

2 andTV2a

suggests that electron repulsion should be the predomi
factor in determining the electronic structure of a silicon v
cancy in SiC. It should be mentioned that the high-s
many-electron4A2 state is favorable not only due to th
reduction of the electron repulsion but also due to the ene
gain due to electron exchange. We think the role of ma

*Present address: Institute of Library and Information Scien
University of Tsukuba, 1-2 Kasuga, Tsukuba-City, Ibaraki, 30
8550, Japan.

†Present address: Research Center for Knowledge Commun
University of Tsukuba, 1-2 Kasuga, Tsukuba-City, Ibaraki, 30
8550, Japan.
1C. A. Coulson and M. J. Kearsley, Proc. R. Soc. London, Se

FIG. 13. Schematic energy levels of the negatively charged
con vacancy in the one-electron molecular orbital approach for~a!
Td and ~b! C3v . It is assumed here thata18 is lower in energy than
e.
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electron effect in determining the ground state configurat
is demonstrated clearly inTV2a which does have the crysta
field splitting competing against the many-electron effect

IV. SUMMARY

The TV2a center in electron irradiatedn-4H-SiC, for
which a structural model was not established, has been s
ied by cw- and pulsed EPR. We have assigned our spect
arise from theTV2a center since the EPR parameters ag
with those reported.15,16From the temperature dependence
the EPR signal intensity at thermal equilibrium, it has be
determined that both spectraTV2a and TV2b arise from the
ground state. The spin multiplicity ofTV2a and TV2b has
been determined to be quartet (S53/2) by the nutation
method of pulsed EPR. By enhancing the EPR signals
TV2a with illumination of the laser light~808 nm!, A13C’s of
the four NN carbon atoms ofTV2a have been determined
The EPR parametersg, D, and AisoSiNNN obtained in the
present work agree with those reported in the literature,
cept thatD was obtained with the assignment ofS51 in the
latter. Since the NN atoms are four carbon atoms arrange
a configuration close to a regular tetrahedron, since th
carbons have a relatively large spin density~62.3%!, since
the NNN atoms are 12 silicon atoms, and since the effec
spin is S53/2, the TV2a center has been identified as a
analog of a negatively charged silicon vacancyVSi

2 . Thus the
TV2a spectrum arises from the ground state4A2 of a nega-
tively charged silicon vacancy withC3v symmetry. The
symmetry-lowering distortion fromTd to C3v , which is in-
ferred to be small from the smalluDu and the similarity of the
principal values ofA13C between axial and basal carbon,
likely to be caused by a perturbation of the crystal field, a
possibly by the presence of an accompanying impurity
defect. The vacancies reported to have a high-spin4A2
ground state in which the many-electron effect domina
over the energy gain attained by a Jahn-Teller distortion
limited to those havingTd symmetry.2,6,36,37 It should be
noted thatTV2a is the case in which three parallel spins a
occupied in three orbitals, among whicha18 and two orbitals
of the e doublet are split by the crystal field of theC3v
symmetry.
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